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This Term’s theme is  

“Extreme Environments” 

Communication, Language and Literacy 

Alongside each weekly theme we will have a book 
that explores that environment. Looking at the        

different environments will help to build up vocab to 
describe different climates around the world. All pupils 

can practice letter and word formation through a 
range of tasks and activities linked to the theme. 

Continue to read dally with your child, asking if they 
can find different people or objects by pointing to 
pictures or words eg “where is the fish” or “point to 

the word spots”. You could read and skip out words to 
see if your child notices or not. 

Maths and Thinking Skills 

The topics this term are number and shape. Pupils can 
practice counting objects, number formation and 

identification, addition and subtraction and shape. 
There are lots of maths songs on YouTube that are 
easily accessible to watch and sing along to. As     

always all of our learning is as practical and hands on 
as possible, linking to life skills and valuable learning 

opportunities. 

Expressive arts 

Continue to allow your children to explore different 
materials and textures. 

There are some activities and ideas for art and design 
which link to each theme. Along with some baking 

and food technology you can have a go at at home. 
If you don’t have any of the resources drop us an 

email and hopefully we’d be able to send recipes for 
alternative options for example homemade paints. 

Physical and Movement Activities  

Joe Wicks is doing his 9am PE session everyday. You 
could also watch some videos on Youtube to get you 
moving. The wake up song is a good one and we also 

enjoy a group called Koo Koo Kanga Roo. Another 
good Youtube channel is Cosmic Yoga but it’s not as 

relaxing as it sounds. 

Continue enjoying your daily outing and look out for 
all the new flowers growing. 

Knowledge and Understanding the World 

This term we are exploring the different environments 
around the world. We will focus on hot and cold, wet 

and dry and the jungle. Immerse yourself into this    
using any sensory objects you can find around the 

house. You could make your own jungle in the       
garden, use recycled materials to make African 

drums or create an underwater aquarium.  

In Science you can complete some fun experiments 
and talk about what you can see. Is anything    

changing? Experiments include making a tornado, 
seeing what floats or sinks, watching a bean grow 

and making shadows.  

Please continue to share on tapestry all the wonderful 
learning that you are doing at home!  

Don’t forget that Mr Round is adding Daily Home 
Learning Challenges to our school twitter and          
facebook feed @hobmooroaks or hob moor           
federation 

Your key workers will continue to contact you weekly 
but if you require any further assistance don’t hesitate 
to get in touch via our emails below. 

l.froggatt@ebor.academy 

s.taylor@ebor.academy 

J.bellamy@ebor.academy 

We all miss you in school and cannot wait for          
everything to return to normal! 

Please have a look at the home learning plans we have shared with you.  
We have given each week a different theme and included lots of activity ideas which you 
can complete at home. These would be some of the activities we would be working on in 

school. We’ve tried to make all of the activities accessible and link to resources that you will 
have at home. Feel free to adapt any if you don’t have the right things! 


